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Abstract: Based on the research and review of existing literature, this paper finds that the effects of government public policies (including fiscal policies and tax policies) on enterprise innovation can be roughly divided into the following three categories. Firstly, the government's public policies are encouraging enterprise innovation. When companies are stimulated by public subsidies or tax incentives, they will increase investment in R & D and innovation. Secondly, the government's public policy has inhibited enterprise innovation. When enterprises receive the public subsidies from the government or enjoy the related tax incentives, they often do not increase the investment in research and innovation, but simply reduce the investment on R & D. Thirdly, there is no significant or non-linear relationship between government public policy and enterprise innovation. There is no significant correlation or complex non-linear relationship between whether enterprises increase their investment in R & D innovation and the government's public subsidies and other policies. At the same time, the author found that most of the existing research samples are large enterprises in developed countries. Furthermore, there is a lack of relevant research on small and medium-sized enterprises in developing countries. SMEs account for the vast majority of the whole enterprises, so it is meaningful to study the impact of government subsidies and tax incentives on SMEs’ innovation.
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1. Introduction

Enterprises are the main supply of social innovation. In the era of accelerating economic globalization, a country needs an endless source of innovation to maintain its sustainable competitiveness. Due to the spillover effect of innovation, enterprises are not willing to invest in innovation. At this time, the governments need to intervene in the market, and make policies to support enterprises to carry out innovation activities. But what is the justification for government intervention Or by the market itself? This paper attempts to find out whether the government should intervene in enterprise innovation through public policy through literature review and combing. It is found that there is no unified conclusion on the impact of government public policies on enterprise innovation. The possible reasons for this situation include enterprise heterogeneity, government subsidy "noise" and policy selection bias. This provides a reference for the government to formulate public policies and improve the efficiency of the use of public funds. In addition, there is a lack of literature on SMEs as research samples. This may be the area that future studies should focus on.

2. Literature Review

The academic research on the impact of fiscal policy and taxation policy on enterprises’ innovation is mostly for large enterprises, and there is a lack of research on small and medium-sized enterprises. The existing relevant researches are divided into the following three categories: fiscal policies and tax credit policies promoting enterprise innovation; Fiscal policies and tax credit policies restraining enterprise innovation; no significant or nonlinear relationship between fiscal policies and tax incentive policies and enterprise innovation. The are as the following table 1.
The first part is about the crowded effect of fiscal and taxation policies on the corporate innovation, including three different types. The first type of research focuses on a sample of American companies: the 1987 US government-funded semi-conductor technology innovation project, which aims to save the shrinking market share of 14 related companies. Irwin (1996) evaluated the effect of the government-funded project on R & D expenditure, profitability and productivity of the funded enterprises. The results showed that the project reduced the total R & D expenditure of the funded enterprises by 300 million dollars per year, and the negative correlation between the government-funded projects and the R & D of enterprises [1]. Similarly, Wallsten (2000) took the research on the effect of SBIR program in the United States on enterprise R & D activities as an example to evaluate the impact of government industrial R & D policies on private innovation. This paper also takes into account endogenous problems caused by government policy selection bias and uses instrumental variables. By using the SEM model, it can be found that enterprises with more employees and more R & D experience are more likely to be funded. Government funding has completely crowded out private investment in research and development [2]. Mamuneas and Nadiri (1996) compared the impact of tax incentives and public R & D funding on R & D investment of American enterprises. The empirical results show that: the public R & D funding reduces the production cost of enterprises, but at the same time crowds out the private R & D investment of enterprises; Tax credits, especially R & D expense deduction policies, have significantly stimulated private R & D investment of enterprises. When public R & D funding and private R & D investment are invested in enterprises with low R & D intensity, the substitution effect is strong. With the increase of R & D intensity, the substitution effect decreases. The incentive effect of tax credit policies is greatly weakened when the government regards R & D expenditure as tangible asset investment [3].

The second type of research focuses on samples of enterprises from another country other than the United States. For example, Gorg and Strobl (2006) studied the relationship between government's public R & D funding and enterprises' private R & D input by using Irish manufacturing enterprise data. Enterprise samples are divided into three categories: total samples, domestic resident enterprises and foreign-funded enterprises. Considering the potential endogenous problems, DID-PSM was used to estimate samples. The empirical results showed that, for domestic resident enterprises, small-scale government subsidies stimulated private R & D expenditures of enterprises, while large-scale government subsidies to some extent crowded out private R & D expenditures of enterprises. For foreign-funded enterprises, the scale of government assistance has neither incentive nor crowding out effect on private R & D Expenditure. The author holds the view that the effect of public funding should focus on whether enterprises are encouraged to invest in private R & D rather than all R & D investment [4]. Yao and Yu (2014) built an econometric model based on the production function, based on the questionnaire survey data of small and medium-sized enterprises in Guangdong province, and empirically tested the influence of different levels of subsidies on intellectual property rights of small and medium-sized enterprises in science and technology from the perspective of central government financial subsidies and local government financial subsidies. The results show that the central financial subsidies have no significant influence on the formation of intellectual property assets of small and medium-sized enterprises. Local financial subsidies have a significant positive correlation with the formation of intellectual property assets of small and medium-sized enterprises. Fiscal subsidies have a significant substitution effect on innovation and R & D investment of small and medium-sized enterprises [5].

In the third type, the corporation samples come from different countries. Guellec and Potelserberge (2003) attempted to study the total net effect of government funding on R & D activities of enterprises in 17-member countries of OECD. Government appropriation, government procurement, tax incentives and scientific research innovation in public institutions and universities are common policies stimulating innovation. The main empirical results are as follows: direct government funding positively stimulates enterprise innovation (except for defense R & D activities); Tax incentives have short-term, positive incentive effect; Stable direct allocation and tax incentives have stronger incentive effect over a period of time; When enterprises doubt the uncertainty of R & D innovation results and the durability of government support, they will not carry out innovation activities. There is a mutual substitution effect between direct appropriation and preferential tax policies, that is, increasing the stimulus intensity of one will weaken the incentive effect of the other [6].

The second part: there is no significant relationship between fiscal and taxation policies and enterprise innovation or a complex nonlinear relationship. The first type of research has found an inverted u-shaped relationship between fiscal and taxation policies and enterprise innovation. Wang
The second part of the research finds that there is no significant relationship between fiscal and taxation policies and enterprise innovation. Li (2017) pointed out that when analyzing the incentive effect of fiscal subsidy policies on R & D investment of enterprises, the existing studies did not remove the "noise" of subsidies that were not related to innovation of enterprises, such as export earnings discount, social security subsidy and fiscal discount, which would affect the reference significance of conclusions. After removing these "noise" subsidies, the author found that financial innovation subsidies did not play a role in encouraging enterprises to invest in innovation [9]. Taking small and medium-sized enterprises as samples, Zhang (2015) studied the impact of three forms of technology innovation funds for small and medium-sized enterprises, namely, free subsidy, loan discount and capital investment, on innovation of small and medium-sized enterprises. The empirical findings were as follows: innovation subsidy had no significant effect on enterprise innovation input. In areas where the protection of intellectual property rights was weaker, the innovation subsidy policy can improve the innovation of enterprises. The innovation subsidy policy of loan discount interest rate stimulated enterprise innovation significantly, while the innovation subsidy policies promoted enterprise innovation insignificantly. In Germany, government subsidies had no significant effect on R & D input or patent output of enterprises, but enterprises' participation in cooperative innovation had significantly stimulated their innovation. Most existing literatures ignored the lag effect of public support policies on enterprise R & D, and thus overestimated the policy effect [11]. Gonzalez (2008) divided the total growth effect of enterprise R & D into two parts: enterprises' spontaneous innovation activities to maintain their market dominance, enterprises' passive participation in R & D activities caused by public support policies. Considering the continuous variable of support policy included in the propensity matching model, the bias-corrected matching estimator was used to find matching companies. Based on the data of Spanish manufacturing enterprises, empirical results showed that there was no substitution effect between public R & D expenditure and private enterprise expenditure [12].

The third part: fiscal and taxation policies promote enterprise innovation. The first type is the research on the positive influence of national fiscal policies on enterprise innovation. Levy (1983) and Nadiri (1993) found that there was a positive correlation between government funding and enterprise R & D [13] [14]. Enterprise R & D can be divided into basic research and applied research. Robson (1993) pointed out that there was a significant positive correlation between government funding and enterprise basic research, and there was a short-term positive correlation with enterprise applied research. Falk (2004) used enterprise data for the first time to empirically test the effect of Australian federal R & D support program on enterprise behavior, and the results showed that the federal R & D support program enhanced the innovation ability and competitiveness of enterprises [15].
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The following studies took into account the possibility of endogeneity in the process of government financial policy.
selection to subsidize enterprises. Czarnitzki and Almus (2003) studied the average effect of total subsidies received by enterprises on enterprise innovation. The author believed that the number of staff and salary in the R & D department of enterprises would cause selection bias on the selection of enterprises for subsidy. The endogeneity was controlled by the propensity matching score model. Empirical test showed that in east German enterprises, the R & D investment of the funded enterprises increased by about 4% compared with that of the non-funded enterprises [16]. Czarnitzki (2007) studied the role of cooperative innovation and government subsidies in the innovation’s process of enterprises. Taking the participation of enterprises in cooperation and the acceptance of subsidies as the policy processing variables, and taking German and Finnish enterprises as samples, the propensity score matching estimation method was applied. The results showed that enterprise participation and cooperation had positive incentive effect on enterprise innovation [17]. Busom (2004) pointed out that one possible explanation for the inconsistency in the effect of R & D innovation subsidy was the heterogeneity of the industry in which the enterprise was in. Such heterogeneity led to different probabilities of the enterprise participating in R & D activities, that was, the existence of self-selection of samples. Based on the questionnaire survey data, this paper considered the endogeneity caused by policy selection bias and adopted the propensity matching score model (PSM). The empirical test showed that enterprise scale had a positive or insignificant effect on enterprises’ participation in public R & D funded projects [18]. Different industry characteristics and different levels of funding institutions have different impact on the probability of enterprise participation. Different from the previous study, which used PSM to solve endogenous problems, Toole (2007) used the instrumental variable method. The funded basic medical research and clinical medical research lacked the support of empirical results to stimulate the innovation of medical enterprises. He used both hospitalization rates per thousand people of different ages and mortality controlling policies to select for endogeneity. The empirical test found that there was a complementary effect between public funded basic medical research and clinical medical research and pharmaceutical R & D investment. Both types of research increased private investment [19]. Tommy (2009) studied the influence of "R & D" subsidies and "development" subsidies in Norway on private R & D activities of enterprises. The empirical results showed that public subsidies had a positive incentive effect on R & D and innovation activities of enterprises. Basic research subsidies mainly stimulated private R & D investment of enterprises by increasing R & D expenditure. Market development subsidies replaced some private R & D spending by reducing firms’ investment in future development [20]. Based on panel data of OECD15 countries, Wolff and haler (2008) controlled endogeneity with lag terms of relevant variables, and found that government subsidies effectively stimulated R & D activities [21]. The following research used some other methods to solve the endogeneity.

Lerner (1999) found through a special database that enterprises funded by SBIR were more likely to obtain venture capital than the control group, and there was a positive correlation between government-funded projects and enterprise innovation [22].

The second type of research is the incentive effect of tax credit policies on enterprise innovation. Cappelen (2012) used Skatte FUNN plan database to analyze the effect of the plan, and the results showed that the preferential tax policies of the plan stimulated the R & D process of new processes of enterprises, and to some extent stimulating the new products of Norwegian enterprises [23]. Czarnitzki (2011) divided the tax credit policies into the federal level and the provincial level, assessing the impact of the tax credit policies on the innovation activities of Canadian manufacturing enterprises. And he used the non-parametric matching model to analyze. The empirical results showed that tax incentives stimulate enterprise innovation output [24]. Berube (2009) pointed out that the existing literature mainly analyzed the incentive effect of a certain type of policies on enterprise R & D. But there was no comparative study on the effect of different types of policies. Based on the questionnaire data of Canadian enterprises, this paper indicated that the innovation output between enterprises with both public R & D funding and tax incentives and enterprises just enjoying tax incentives. Empirical analysis showed that enterprises with public funding and tax credit policies produced more innovative products than those that only received tax incentives [25].

3. Conclusion and Suggestion

In short, the researchers have not reached an agreement on the effect of government fiscal and tax policies on enterprise innovation. The possible reasons are as follows. Firstly, there is "noise" in the variables, such as financial subsidies unrelated to enterprise innovation. In order to acquire the unbiased outcome, the "noise" should be removed from the study. Secondly, without considering the policy selection bias, the endogeneity generated from this will lead to the bias of estimation results. Thirdly, the heterogeneity of enterprises, such as the country, industry and other factors may lead to differences in the results. In addition, it is worth noting that most literatures focus on large enterprises, or the whole enterprise samples, and lack studies on samples of small and medium-sized enterprises.
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